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NINE PICK EIGHT!!
NONE PICK NINE!
DARKY JOINED BY COL!
GILBERT DROPS ONE!
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WE CAN RELAX, FOR THE MOMENT!
Tipsters returned to good form this week
with nine picking eight correct and seven
picking seven for an average of 6.4
correct, not bad.
Col is starting to produce the results he
has been hoping for and now joins Darky
on top of the ladder. Gilbert dropped one
to be in second place, is this the start of
his slide down the ladder? ☺
SOME PEOPLE SHUN TECHNOLOGY
I received Duanes tips via an email from
his brother Dale. Apparently Duane
doesn’t know how to email and gets his
brother to do all the high tech stuff! I
think he was a bit embarassed that I found
this out, but is trying to rectify it and tip
independent from his brother. So it was
no surprise when the missus said there
was a letter for
me and upon
opening it there
was Duanes tips!
Photo: The stamp
on Duanes letter, I
had to pay the
difference!

YOU CAN’T KEEP THIS FAMILY OUT OF
THE NEWS!
Tracey, who is currently in 7th position in
our tipping, was up bright and early last
Sunday to run against Puffing Billy! 3,500
runners had a crack at beating Puffing
Billy, but only 48 runners could do it.
Tracey not included. Tracey is fit as a
Mallee Bull and ran the 13.2 km race in
good time, well done Tracey!

Photo: Tracey about to smack the train driver
in the chops for driving his train too fast!
(Tracey on the left)…….
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

How about a floating fixture? After last
weeks dismal Friday night game where
Collingwood gave a limp Carlton a right
whoopin’, why not reschedule the big
Friday night game to showcase a predicted
close match? E.g. The Doggies v Sydney or
Tigers v Cats match….Hmmmmm.

TIPSTERS INTERVIEW

This week I decided to pick on, oops I
mean interview our new joint leader Col.
Col has been in our tipping for years but
hasn’t got up for a big win yet.
D on D: Thanks for your time Col, you
must be enjoying this year?
COL: No worries Dave, been walking round
the house grinning like a Cheshire cat,
Melbourne are going alright this year
aren’t they? I reckon they will be in the
finals this year, Roosy is good.
D on D: Sorry to interupt Col. What about
Kaz, she tired of your gloating?
COL: Who?
D on D: Your missus, Col.
COL: Ohh, she still reckons she is going to
beat me and she reckons her mum Irene is
going to as well but I have got news for
them as there is no way they will get in
front, I am in a purple patch at the
moment and will take some beating. Did I
mention how well the Demons are going
this year?
D on D: Yes.
COL: I reckon Freo might be the team to
beat for the flag and probably some other
teams will be up there, is the GF in
September or October this year if it is
October the Maggies might get a look in.
D on D: October unfortunately…
COL: There you go! See what I mean? But
don’t listen to me as I have been wrong in
the past.
D on D: Ok.
COL: But you can’t fault my integrity and
honesty remember when I alerted you to
the fact that you gave me too many
correct one round? You even put it in
Dave on Deck.
D on D: And it’s in again.
COL: You can leave that bit out if you like,
what else would you like to ask me, what
about politics, I know a fair bit about that,
a bit dodgy on religion though so leave
that one out. I see you are running out of
space so you had better thank me for your
time.
D on D: Thanks for your time Col..
COL: No worries if you think of anything
else to ask me here’s my home number
and mobile just in case. You never know
me might not have covered everything.
D on D: Thanks Col.

